EVANGELISM SURVEY

Editor’s Note: Have you ever wondered what factors
in teenagers’ lives God uses to draw them to faith in
Christ? We asked! Here are some of the ﬁndings of a
special study.

M

ost of us who have survived for any length
of time in youth ministry have learned
how to get feedback from students and
make adjustments to how we do ministry. That
was the approach we took in a recently completed
research study.
It all began in 2002 when NNYM’s Ministry Council
discussed the best way to allocate resources toward
the most effective contribution to evangelism
fruitfulness among high school students. Being
unaware of any research that could help answer
this practical question, they contacted Huntington
University Link Institute. Could Link do research that
would help us all discover what evangelism factors
are most commonly present among adolescents
who have recently come to faith in Christ?
“Yup,” we said – with a little help from our friends!
After a couple of years of brainstorming among
the Association of Youth Ministry Educators, eight
professors from colleges and seminaries around the
country volunteered students from their classes to
help out. A team of professors and students from
Azusa Paciﬁc University, Denver Seminary, Bethel
College (Indiana), Huntington University, Gordon
College, Taylor University, and Nazarene University
College contacted 395 diﬀerent ministries from 14
states for the research. They ultimately interviewed
70 young people between the ages of 16 and 20
who had initially put their faith in Christ sometime
during or after the year 2003.
When a smaller team of graduate students from
Huntington gathered in the summer of 2005 to
analyze these stories, we discovered a few things
that any of us might learn by asking our own careful
questions of recent converts.

By Dr. Dave Ra

hn

Only after they have
stopped talking should you pause in
your writing. You can then ask these three followup questions to see if anything else surfaces in
these teenagers’ stories, but be careful to record
any responses under a different heading called
“prompted”:
• First, can you identify any (other) persons or
relationships that you think were especially
influential in your decision to become a follower of Jesus Christ?
• Can you name any (other) programs, locations
or activities that you think were especially
influential in your decision to become a follower of Jesus Christ?
• Were there any (other) situations or circumstances going on in your life that you think
were especially influential in your decision to
become a follower of Jesus Christ?

Intentional
Evangelism

We are intentional in evangelism.
Based on sensitivity to the Holy
Spirit’s leading, we reach out
to students, sharing Christ in a
loving, relational manner.

Seriously. Try this yourself.
First, after you ﬁnd students who would describe
themselves as “becoming followers of Christ within
the past two years,” toss them the following openended question. Then take very detailed notes as
you listen to their responses: Tell me everything
you can remember about your experience of ﬁrst
choosing to become a follower of Jesus Christ.

Once you’ve collected your own stories, you can
analyze them for common themes. That’s what
our research team did. An earlier study to help
us tighten up our interview process gave us 18
diﬀerent categories that we could use. Four grad
students and a professor independently examined
every single interview and determined which
categories were represented in the stories given
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Most-mentioned influences
in becoming a Christian?
by these new followers of Christ. If you manage to
collect a lot of stories you will hear some of the 18
categories mentioned more often than others.
Here’s the list we used, arranged in order from what
we heard most often to those categories we heard
less frequently in the stories we collected. In our
analysis, we gave a weight of 2 points to that part
of a young person’s story that was mentioned after
we asked our ﬁrst question. One point was given to
something that was only mentioned after one of the
three “prompted” questions was asked.
See how the order of our list matches up with the
stories you hear from your young people.

1. Church Camp/Retreat/Special Event/
Conferences
(DEFAULT when unspecified camp experience is
mentioned)

2. Personal (Internal) Turmoil
3. Friends – Non-verbal
(DEFAULT when friends are mentioned; caring,
accepting, example, presence…)

4. Specific Challenge to Act
5. Attending Church
6. Friends – Verbal (inviting, counseling,
challenging, coaching…)
7. Church Youth Ministry Involvement
8. Parents
9. Parachurch Youth Ministry Involvement
10. Youth Leader(s) – Verbal (inviting,
counseling, challenging, coaching…)
11. Other Family Members
12. Youth Leader(s) – Non-verbal
(DEFAULT when youth leaders are mentioned;
caring, accepting, example, presence…)

13. Family Stress/Crisis/Divorce
14. Dating Relationships
15. Parachurch Camp/Retreat/Special
Event/Conferences
16. Other
17. External Crises
18. Other Adult Church Leader(s)
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Back to the interview. Ask this second
question: Of all the special inﬂuences that
you just described about your decision to
become a follower of Christ, which one
would you identify as most important?
Now you have some more information
to analyze, and you can use the same
categories as identiﬁed above. Here’s how
the order of our category list changed
when reflecting how often students
named a factor as most inﬂuential on their
decision to become a follower of Christ:

The most important factor
in becoming a Christian?
1. Friends – Non-verbal
(DEFAULT when friends are mentioned; caring,
accepting, example, presence…)

2. Friends – Verbal (inviting, counseling,
challenging, coaching…)
3. Parents
4. Personal (Internal) Turmoil
5. Youth Leader(s) – Non-verbal
(DEFAULT when youth leaders are mentioned;
caring, accepting, example, presence…)

6. Other Family Members
7. Dating Relationships
8. Youth Leader(s) – Verbal (inviting,
counseling, challenging, coaching…)
9. Church Camp/Retreat/Special Event/
Conferences
(DEFAULT when unspecified camp experience is
mentioned)

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Parachurch Youth Ministry Involvement
Other
Specific Challenge to Act
Family Stress/Crisis/Divorce
Attending Church
External Crises
Other Adult Church Leader(s)
Church Youth Ministry Involvement
Parachurch Camp/Retreat/Special
Event/Conferences

Our interviewees also supplied us with
information about the religious practices
of the family in which they were raised,
as well as describing any personal
religious experience they remember
having while they were children of 10
years old or younger. This information
was used in our further analyses.

Feel free to ponder the data you collect
and consider how it should impact your
evangelism activities. But after doing
some statistical analyses of the stories
we collected and cross-checking this info
with students’ gender, family religious
background and childhood religious
experiences, I feel conﬁdent in oﬀering
three practical implications from our
research.
First, it makes sense to equip Christian
teenagers to articulate their faith to their
non-Christian friends. Our analysis showed
that teenagers with little or no religious
background are especially responsive to
this sort of verbal outreach from friends.
Next, make use of camps, retreats, or
conferences when it comes to evangelism.
We found that such events are most
important for the conversions of teenagers
with little or no religious background.
They are also very effective when they
include a “speciﬁc challenge to act.” And, for
whatever reason, these pointed invitations
to begin a relationship with Christ are
especially significant when trying to
evangelize males.
My ﬁnal suggestion is to blend the ﬁrst
two. Focus some energy on equipping
Christian teenagers to invite their nonChristian friends to camps, retreats, or
conferences. It’s a diﬀerent kind of verbal
coaching, but it seems to pay oﬀ, especially
on those teens coming from less religious
backgrounds.
Special thanks to Dr. Tom Bergler of Huntington University for his help
in preparing this article.
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